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The Higgs mechanism gives at present the only reliable method 

of spontaneous symmetry breaking in quantum field theor;r. How

ever, straightforward application of this mechaniSIIl to supersym

metric theories meets certain difficulties due to specific form 

of the supers.ymmetric potential. Fayet and Illiopoulos/1/succe

eded to solve the problem for the case of the supersymmetric 

theor;r invariant with respect to Abelian gauge group (see also1l1 
Unfortunately this method is not directly applicable to the 

case of semi- simple gauge group which is the most interesting 

from the practical point of view. In particular it does not 

allow one to construct a model simultaneously infra-red convergen-

an4 asymptotically free, for which the supers;ymmetric Yang-Mills 

theor;r is a natural candidate. 

Other suggestions on the problem were given in the paper/:>•"/. 

However the models considered there include an additional mat

ter-.atter interaction which enters with an independent coupl

ing constant and destroys considerably the original beauty-or-
the super8,1mmetric gauge theor;r. In addition these models con-
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tain residual massless scalars not absorbed by the Higgs mecha-

nism. 

In the present paper we propose a mechanism of spontaneous 

supersymmetry breaking, which is in some sense generalization 

of Fayet-Illiopoulos method but is applicable to the theories 

invariant with respect to semi-simple gauge group. More preci

sely the group of invariance of the model should be G r eoc a. e; 
® U ( 1) (global}, whee G can be semi-simple. Our main obser

vation is that to produce supersymmetry breaking the Abelian 

subgroup U (f) should not be realized ~cally. Consequently 

the method works in the case of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theo

ry and in particular allows one to construct as~mptotioall7 free 

and infra-red convergent models. 

The paper is organised as follows. 

In Section 1 we discuss the renormalization procedure for spon

taneously broken supersymmetric Abelian theory. Section 2 is 

devoted to the description of the supersymmetry breaking mecha

nizm for the semi-simple gauge groups. In Section 3 we give an 

example of a model, based on the.proposed mechanism, which is 

simultaneously infra-red convergent and asymptotically free. 

1. Renormalization of spontaneously broken supermmm,etric 

Abelian theories 

The Lagrangian of the supersymmetric quantua electrodyna

mics given firstly by Wess and ZWilin/5/ can be written in the 

form. 161 

f r- ,,zr. +- 1'1'. + -1¥;.,..) !1(- ,\£ + ... J 0 is=g- 'D'l);tfP+e Cf+ +rp_ e 't'- -z tJlJ;lP-CfJ++lf+rp.. +.t.,.,(1) 

where 'I' is a gauge supemultiplet with the coaponents { Jlrl, 
1; C, .fl.,,>., 1J} , and fPt. are chiral superfields describing 

lll&.tter fields 
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cpix,9)=1'/Xf{+q9~e}[.AlxJ+8~(x}+qi(tt-tis)o1;(:x)]. (2) 

~ ia a covariant derivative, t:; is a free Lagrangian 

for the gange fields 

..p 0 
- f I"' 11 J;z ,· r.- · " ; l "II · " ) t t I 2 e~..,--q(,..,.,~~ ... +. +-r >.-tJj;J().+tiJf +2('})+0.11/ ' (3) 

The t..grangian ( 1) is manifestly supera,.metric and invari~t 

with respect to generalized gauge transformations 

cp±-S2:!cp:!, e1"' -n_ e9"'n;', (4) 

where Q t is an arbitrary chiral superfields satisfying the 
- t ~ )_, 

condition .Qt = ,n_ 
To obtain a spontaneously broken solution one should add 

to the r..grangian (1) super81JIIIIletric and gauge invariant term 

f 9- t !D • This leads to a nonvanishing vacuWil expectation Yalue 

of ~and performing canonical transformation 

2) -ZJ-f:r' (5) 

we obtain the r..grangian of spontaneously broken theory, which 

can be written (omitting total divergence) as follows 

..., .if. .f l't'. + -l'r. ) <~v=.ls- :z. \€f:>+e cp+-cp_e cp_ A' (6) 

where ( )A means A-component of a superfield. This Lagrangi

an is still invariant with respect to the gauge transformations 

(4) but the supersymmetr,y transformation is changeda 

~A= rts-i 

&J = ~ [tr J"~;Yr+ _,_~·rs-aJ?J E 
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f- 0- "' 
& .1 = 2 E lr).- fEr~ 'd_j 

f- 0 -"' 

~G=--E).-.1 ECJ.f :z ;2. 

~Av=fE~J.Yv,.J -t tr,)l 
(7) 

LA= f[ Y/lJ -~"r~.7-~ 
0

5c -~r.,i 51lv -Jr 11.] E 

0-" 
~ 'D == -t E a(;).. 

A- component is shifted by a constant number, i.e. the saper

symmetr,y is spontaneously broken. 

In the Zumino-wess gauge Jl =J= J: = C = 0 , the additional 

term in (6} is nothing but the mass term 

-1 ( !1++./l+ -j/_+Jt) . (8) 

The masses of different members of the chiral supermultiplets 
1 

are no longer equal. 

Nevertheless ,the renormalization procedure can be perform

ed analogously to the s,ymmetric case/7,8 /and no new independent 

counterms are needed. 

To show that we note first of all that the Lagrangian ( 6) 
/7 8/ 

can be quantized exactly in the same way as a symmetric one ' 

because it possesses the same gauge 1nvar1anoe.Introducing the 

supersymmetric gauge fixing term 
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1 ( -- ,, 2 * 
4p 1:J1J; 'ft- p lf-f- ' (9) 

where P is some polynomial over the d'Alambert operator 0 , 
one easily obtains the generalized Ward identities derived in 

our paper/7/(eq.22). These identities express all the diagrams 

with external unphysical gauge lines in tems of the diagrams 

without such lines. 

The second part of the renomalization procedure, the super

s,ymmetr,y relations,needs however more carefUl investigation. We 

shall show that the renormalized Green fUnction generating fUnc

tional 

l=NJexp{tj[t,lx]+f(i5z/(:r., 'f')+-jtEn)(l"cr! Cflt)]J~} ~, (10) 

where 

';:[R = f (i>'"b)\~z {cp; e 9~+ tep!e-1'fcp_j +if;; (52J/~ "p ~ 

(11) 

- iz f{Cft+e 3{p1- -rp_~-g~-L- ~ (i5fJ){Cf-.,.CfJ+ +qJ/rp_} +l3 £: 
leads to the divergence-free S -matrix. 

The identities associated with the transformations (7) 

are obtained as usual by making in the integral (10) the change 

of variables (7) with E depending on X and putting 

ci~El£•o=Oo 
We write down these identities 1n terms of one particle 

irreducible Green fUnctions generated by the fUnctional 

r(R""R.~=wj{j-(i5x>f(:;R¥-)+ -j(fuXJ:,1 Rfl1)} cl:r (12) 

where 
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W(.T.r,Ir,)=t·fMz(J·.,.,,J,),· Ror,9'= .r~w , I"':f= _ J~r . <u> 
.,.,rp 'l;p 

Their ezplicit fo~ is 

J{( t,r .lt. .&r " · ., ] ; .5r [ L.a .... fx)Z ,+&R,.(:x)<Jfs'f'tfff J',. R/x}t2&R.;J:r) l,Rzlx)+ 

' ) _, ] . $ r d r " +JR.11/X lv -J9 ~ -1 r-R { >RyJx)+ ;:-;;--- aRy.Jx) + 
., .A! X" - '"':;t(~) - ( 14) 

~ 

+ f ~ i h( RJ/x)-i JR-4/x)) .f~ ~ (;;} rlx == 0 • 

(Index e mean8 charge conjugation, we put souroes of 
unp~sioal gauge component8 equal to 0 ) , 

Differentiating eq. ( 14) one obtains 

. 1 " '-r . 11 ( & r -~ ' l ·1 J ch -o ( ) 2 ~ll.'i(x)Sf\l(Y) S~(:r)SR,(y} "2f3 'R;fl)SRiJi)iR~f:r) - • 15 

The last term is absent in the corresponding identity for the 

Bylllllletric case. But this term is superficiall;r convergent, 

therefore if the constant ~ 3 is fi2:ed by demanding t;!b (f) to 

be finite, the Green f'unction fj>.(p) is also finite (note how

ever that contrary to the syJ~~~etric case T;>. (f) 1contains not 
"'rf•Jr ) r~l onl;y a p t;1 tl tem but also a finite term t;A (j>z_} ). 

.&nalogously one can show that (;, " is finite, and 
""')< 

three -point vertices fA1 >. Y! , f.1., Y't: ~ , eto.. mq differ 

onl;r by finite te~s. Therefore if the constant ~z. is chosan 

to IlSke f:t1A "t finite all other three-point fUnctions are 

finite also. On the other hand electroJU.SI1etic three-point f'Un-

ctions '+'t'1 "~':! , etc. • are related to the aatter field 

• 
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Green fUnctions by the usual Ward identities. By the usual ar-

guments it follows that the corresponding wave fUnction renor

malizations are finite. This result is in fact quite expectable 

because the Lagrangian (6) differs from £s essentially by the 

mass tem. But there exists a general statement/10• 11,9/that 

such terms do not affect logarithmic divergences. · 

The identities (14) allow one to make a stronger statement 

that also no independent mass renormalization arises. 

Differentiating eq. (14) with respect to//.!., Y'.t. we ob-

tain 

2 • lr 
f) r f f 'f. I i'r (- 'i b ) 

-l a~~ ... Jx)a.A.(Y) ---z- -t !R;; (:r)~R., (':J) + 
- - t t 

(16) 

+;:) & -.!.. 9¥. .r Jz=O. "' zr . -~i 3 r 
SR,~~/x)~R:~/Y) 2 f r SR"i(?)SR11Jx)~R.,/IJ) 

The last tem which is absent in the symmetric case is finite 

due to our choice of E.l • Therefore fA. A. ( pl J :::: 
= C.OYI./Jf < t:::Jq ,etc. Finally the r~l~t1ons 

between 'i;t 'l'.t and f41 ~ are affected also by finite tems, 

and no independent mass renormalization arises (the absence of 

mass renormalization in the supersymmetric case was shown in 

the paper 112Q 
This completes the renormalization program for the Abeli

an gauge theor,y with spontaneously broken supersymmetr,y. 

2. Spontaneous breaking of superspaetr,y in the case of 

semi-simple gauge group 

In this section we shall show that the mechanil!lll described 

aboTe can be generalized to include the Yang-Kills theoriee 

t 
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which possess in addition to the local SU(N) invariance global 

V ( 1) invariance. The last one is not realized d;ynamicall;r so 

in the theory there is only one independent coupling constant. 

To illustrate our idea we note firstly that the Fayet-Illiopou

los trick works as well in the case of more complicated group 

containing Abelian subgroup. For example if the matter fields 

cp! are doublets, transforming according to the representa-

tion of f; U(J )~ U (f) group 

cp! ~ (l/ (2! rp:! . (17) 

where 

( 12 +) + = r o-r '· 
) 

(R')+=r.n'r'· JJQ =1 + - ) : • 

then the gauge invariant Lagrangian producing spontaneous break

down of supersymmetry is 

i=/(im)ycp//'r.+$'fp/cp_+e-~·or,-~(p_j -1 [9
1
-

17J, t ... 

where ~ is an Abelian gauge superfield and lf 
superfield transforming as 

e 9,'f,...,. 12} e 9''+'.(n./t 1 
· e Ulf' _.. Q_ e fJif'f2#-

1 

I 

(18) 

is a matrix-

(19) 

denotes the free Lagrangians for the fields (// and IP, 
and possible supersymmetric terms. 

Performing the canonical transformation 'Z>1 ..., Z>, - f 91 -
1 

one can proceed further in complete analogy with the discussion 

of the previous section. 

The generalized \Yard identities derived i/7 ,a/ remain 

10 

valid and supersymmetry relations are changed only by finite 

terms. 

The Lagrangian (18) written in terms of the shifted fields 

has a definite limit when fJ 
1 
~ 0 • The limiting Lagrangian is 

invariant under local 6U(2) transforaations and in fact is no

thing but the Yang-Mills Lagrangian plus some additional renor

malizable interactions oil' scalars and spinors. This Lagrangian 

possesses also globalV(f} invariance, but the local 1)(1) in

variance is lost. 

Omitting nonessential additive constant one csn write 

(20) 

1 =f(bzi{rp/e9Y{p+ +rf/e-i~-J- f{rp/e!l'lf;;~ -t;J- +e -IY{p_J4 ., .. . -

The additional term is again nothing but the mass term for 

the scalar fields. 

The supersymmetry identities (14) include e:z:plicitl;r the 

factor f ~;1 which tends to infinity when /} 
1 
~ 0 • How-

ever this factor is multiplied by ~r/JRJ. which is proportio-

nal to 91 • Therefore the supersym~~~etry relations ( 14) also 

have well-defined limit. 

One can consider the Lagrangian (18) as an intermediate 

regularization of the theory defined by the Lagrangian (20). 

All the discussions of the previous section concerning the re

normalization constants are directly applicable to the Lagrangi

an (18). Therefore we conclude that in exact analogy with the 

Abelian case the B,Ymmetric counterter.s are sufficient to re

IIOVe all ultraviolet divergences. The renormalized Lagrangian 

can be written as follows 

II 
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:t.R. = ftE1>)Z
1
{cp:ei"fp+ ~ f!J_+e-lYfp_j-

_ 41-{cp/eiVCp~ -rp_+e-lV/cp_J~ +-i;L; (l}, 
(21) 

...... -, ..,..... __ , 
where ~=lzl1J= ?zl, J , ?, is a three-point vertex re-

,.........1 - "'\,..-

normalization constant and Z.z 1 i!, are the corresponding con-

stants for the Yang-Mills field. 

Summarizing we can s~ that if one uses for the regll].ari

zation of the Lagrangian (21) the supersymmetric expression (18), 

one has a theory which is invariant under the "broken super~ 

metry'' transformation (?) for any :f1 "I= 0 and satisfies the 

"broken supersymmetry relations" (14) for any :], (including 

~, ::: () ) • However there does not exist the limit:lng Lagran-

gian invariant with respect to limiting transformations (7) (in 

terms of unshifted fields the Lagrangian becomes singular, and 

in terms of shifted fields the transformation (?) becomes singu

lar). 

This situation is quite common for the quantum theory, whe

re the ranormalized Lagrangian simply does not exist and the sym

metry manifests itself in the existence of ~eralized Ward iden

tities or in the invariance of the regularized Lagrangian. In 

our case the limiting invariant Lagrangian does not exist even 

at the classical level. The last point has no physical signifi

cance and is in fact due to the special formulation of the model 

we used abo~~re. To show that we present an alternative formulati

on which does not use the limiting procedure and allows to write 

down the invariant classical Lagrangian. 

Such a Lagrangian can be written in the form 

12 

t== /(Ez:/(rp/e 11 '~'~"''cp+ +rp_~e-;'~'-'1-fc;:;_j-

ff. 1 1)/ -1 ~,) !·/, ·-"-)"'/~ -~~ 
-vtar.!l., -J"JJJ-.;t~.!l, -Jv4-;+.z1"'t-' Jft ()c). 1+t J.X,)+ 

(22) 

+ f: (ZJ, + a.ll~)('J)~ ~a .11:) ~ f (1), +a.)):) 

means the free Lagrangian for the Yang-Mills field 'f 
"-" 

and also possible mass terms. If, and If/, are Abelian super-

fields, transforming as 

e Y't ... Q t e ~(n. ')-1 . D ;;; 11 1 e (f,(Q .) - 1 
- + ) v _, - t (23) 

"-' 
The fields If/, and ~ are auxiliary fields which can be 

eliminated from the Lagrangian (22) providing the Lagrangian of 
"-

the Yang-lftlls theory. The field ~ is in fact a Lagrange mul-

tipliera the equations arising after variation over 

free field equation for the field ~ 

"-Yf are the 

The Lagrangian (22) is manifestly supersymmetric and gauge 

invariant. The supers;ymmetry is spontaneously brokena canonical 

transformation 2), ~ :0, - f eliminates linear term 

and produces a mass form 

..., ::: _ l {m + e 9 '~"+ ~m - rn + -;~ Y'- Yf/1') j 
o(,.. 2 ...,..,+ r-~ r- e ,_ ..4 (24) 

The renormalized Lagrangian in tems of the shifted fields 

is 

tR. =-/ (Et>/-l
2 
{cp~+ e g'f'+Vfrp,. +cp_.,. e -i 'Y~~tf-} 

(25) - --f lz { CfJ+ +e /J 'I"+ ~(/Jt -rp_.,. e -I'~'- Yff!J-JA + 

13 
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We leave to the reader to repeat the arguments given above 

to show that the corresponding Green functions satisfY generali

zed Ward identities and "broken BUpersym~~etry relations" analo

gous to eq. (14). 

3• AgymptoticallY free apd infra-red CQDyergapt model. 

In this ~~ction we illustrate the possibilities opened by 

the mechanism described in Sec.2 for constructing the model which 

is simultineously infra-red convergent end asymptoticall7 free. 

This model certainly does not pretend to any relation to the 

experiment and is just a methodical example. 

The model is fixed by the Lagrangian 

,t = 1~ (-EZ>/T't (rc: e ~~~' nJt+ r3J] +1: 7i(fl 4.eil'~" 
{26) 

!2-1 (/+ ~~) J -+ ••• 
~ 

Here we find it more convenient to use a matrix chiral 

superfield 

Q+'= f!/Xp{-~e;}i,ej[Jl~ + r .~~: +er~t+ ~ ri.J +ifirttlrrJer~ +ftJ], (2?> 

I 

other notations are the same as before. 

Due to the presence of the projection operator (1+i1)1'2 

.Q~ is equiYalent to the complex doublet CfJ+ with the components 

"' 3""' 1• 2 
./1+ = J/t +}I+ 1 Jl1+ =..fit - 1 .II+ 1 etc. 

The physical contents of the model is 110st easil7 analysed 

in the Zumino-Wess gauge after elimination of auxiliary fields, In 

this gauge the Lagrangian can be written as follows 

14 

_..+ """",.. """"'+- ............ • ;;::"....._ ·;:;:""'""'-' ;:::.,.;:;:' ........... ;:;:::--+ t == dr .II,..} At Jl' JJH a,;. .111+ +t 'f. d ~ t l Y1t J Y-1. t J-+ .J .. + :/;+ .J;+ 

2 _,z ""'+ .._ """"~ """"' z ""+ ~ ........ + - 2 2. "'""4- ........ ""+- ,_ 
+~ Jl~' (A+ fi+ + 111+ .A1J- t (.17+ Jl .. - A1+ A1.J-~9 "A+ A.A1 ... Jl,. + 

(j}~t ""' "'t ""' ) . -Q." q_ - ~t""' "-'c } +f t./lt-+JIH./11+ tf-A J) -Al(Jlt ift- t~ A+-
(28) 

-(A1 +L.Az)(\f, .. ,JJ-:++~~J1+) + ... 

denotes interaction terms which are irrelevant for the 

present discussion. 

For positive f the Lagrangian (28) evidently corresponds 

to the unstable theory, due to the wrong sign of the mass term. 

That means the gauge invariance is also spontaneously broken 
""' '"'-

and one should translate the fields .II • Substituting v4 
by .J + 0( we obtain the stability condition 

l 3 -9 0!( +fol =0· (29) 

Now the spectrum of the model contains massive vector triplet 
-; 3 ,.,.... 1 . 2 ~~ 

J1 }-! .two massive complex spinors A+ + lf t- and A_ t 1 .A_ + If'/ , 
I ~. fr 

and massive Hermitian scalar A+ + .H + , all with the 

aass f . In addition there are two-component massless spi-
1 . 2 

nor >.+ + l ~ + and three Goldstone scalars which are absorbed 

into the longitudinal part of the vector field Jljl • 
The model is infrared convergent. On the pther hand the 

onl7 independent coupling constant is the Yang-141lls constant 

8 • The theory is known to be asymptotically free. 
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It is not difficult to construct other asymptoticallY free 

models introducing for example also interaction with the left

handed matter fields and additional super~etric aass terms. 

At present •however, we do not succr_eed to invent parity conserving 

asymptotically free model. 
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